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Order form - Le Ballon Bleu

All tickets are valid at least 12 (twelve) months from the date of purchase, to cover a full ballooning season (from 1 April to 30 October). The validity period is. 
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Le Ballon Bleu - ORDER FORM for a hot-air balloon flight with 'après-vol' baptism ceremony in the Combrailles 1st passenger Nam e: Age: Adress: ZIP code : Phone : E-m ail:



First nam e: W eight: Town: Mobile phone :



2 nd passenger Nam e: Age: Adress/phone:



Invoice address: Nam e: Adress: ZIP code : Phone: E-m ail:



9 Ticket Couple (2 persons) 7 days/7 9 Ticket Couple (2 persons) 5 days/7



First nam e: W eight:



First nam e: Town: Mobile phone:



: :



€ 550,-€ 495,--



The ticket 5/7 is valid for workdays only (Monday-Friday). Tickets are valid one year and not reimbursable



9 Pre-reservation paym ent for a fixed date



€ 110,--



(please mention the date below after checking availability with us by phone or e-mail; non reimbursable, payment of the balance will be on the day of the flight before take-off, see above for the total rates. Confirmation by e-mail, the ticket will be delivered on the day of the flight)



9 Preferred date/period for the flight ............................................................ Normal flight season runs from April to end October 9 Gift with personalized gift certificate (free) Rem arks: ........................................................................................................................................................... ............................................................................................................................................................. Tickets will be mailed after reception of payment. Tickets are valid for one year; passengers must make themselves available for at least two flight attempts during the regular flight season (April - October). Payment: 9 By French bank cheque in the name of Frank Schweppe or Le Ballon Bleu, at the following address: Le Ballon Bleu, Les Buissons, 63390 Sauret-Besserve. 9 By SEPA bank transfer to the following account: Account holder Frank Schweppe at Crédit Agricole Centre France; IBAN: FR76 1680 6022 0007 4918 2400 383 BIC: AGRIFRPP868 I have read the general conditions, and declare that none of the passengers suffers from any condition that can endanger them during the flight and landing. Nam e: Signature:



Le B allon B leu – Les B uissons M ob: +33 (0)6 25 06 24 38



Date:



63 390 SA U RE T -B E SS E R VE P hone: +33 (0)4 73 85 31 57



N o SIR E T : 751 993 528 00015 leballonbleu@ orange.fr



Le Ballon Bleu - General Conditions for individual balloon flights - 2019 Purchase of tickets Tickets can be purchased by phone, postal mail, e-mail or direct at the following address: Le Ballon Bleu, 63390 Sauret-Besserve. Tickets will be sent to the customer by mail immediately after the completed order form has been received and payment has been made in full. The conditions have been been contracted by the buyer, but the tickets can be transferred to any other person within the original validity period, provided this has been agreed upon with Le Ballon Bleu. In any case the holder of the ticket is considered to have accepted these general conditions, without any exception or reserve. All tickets are valid at least 12 (twelve) months from the date of purchase, to cover a full ballooning season (from 1 April to 30 October). The validity period is mentioned on the ticket. The tickets are valid for balloon flights taking off in the geographical area of the Coeur des Combrailles, Auvergne, France. The ticket holder must make him- or herself physically available for at least two (2) confirmed flight attempts during the original validity period of the ticket and the usual ballooning season (between 1 April and 30 October). If the ticket holder does not make him/herself available for at least two flight attempts during the validity period, the ticket wil automatically expire at the end of the validity period without any restitution. If the flight attempts must be cancelled due to bad weather conditions, the flight may be tried again the next season, without any additional costs, on condition that our balloon and our pilot are still available and certified for flights. If either the balloon or the pilot are not available due to unforeseen circumstances (damage, illness...) Le Ballon Bleu has no obligation to ensure a flight or reimburse ticket holders after the first year of ticket validity. It is the responsability of the ticket holder to contact Le Ballon Bleu in order to organize a flight and set a date; if and when Le Ballon Bleu takes the initiative to contact ticket holders, this is considered an additional service but implies no obligation to do so. Tickets are not reimbursable Our tickets are not reimbursable. Clients who reserve a flight for 2 people along with a stay in our gîte/studio pay a reservation fee instead of buying a pre-paid ticket and this will be reimbursed in case of bad weather during their stay of at least a week (7 days). They will have to make themselves available for a flight at any time during that period to be reimbursed in case all flight attempts are cancelled. The balance of the cost of their flight is to be paid on the day of the flight. Rates/prices Our rates and ticket prices mentioned on our web site and in our brochures, posters etc. are indicative and may be changed. The actual ticket price will be communicated to the client at the time of purchase. All our consumer rates include TVA (BTW/VAT) where applicable. Conditions for flight Le Ballon Bleu is held to the conditions of the Warsaw Convention and European and French regulations concerning aerial activities and transport of passengers. According to air law, the pilot is the master on board and has authority on all persons on board the aircraft. He/she has the authority to refuse access to any person who or any object which may present a danger to the safety of the flight or the order on board. Health, age and weight Le Ballon Bleu is not competent to judge the physical condition of any flight participant. Every passenger must ensure that he or she does not suffer from any medical condition incompatible with a balloon flight, if neccessary by consulting their doctor. Passengers must be able to enter (climb into) the basket under their own power, remain upright in the basket without seats or other support for the duration of the flight and absorb an impact comparable to a jump from the second step of an average stairway (about 30 cms). Our basket is not equipped to transport people suffering reduced mobility. Le Ballon Bleu strongly advises any passenger who has recently been the subject of surgery to consult their doctor before deciding on a flight. Pregnant women may not fly in our balloon(s). Children younger than the age of twelve (12) years may not fly. It is the responsibility of the parent or legal representative to communicate the age of a minor to be embarked. The load calculations for balloons are based upon an average weight per passenger of 75 kilograms. A flight may be cancelled when the total passenger weight exceeds the load limits for the prevailing conditions (especially temperature at the expected flight altitude and minimum fuel load for the expected flight trajectory). Flight conditions A balloon flight is entirely dependant on the weather. Only the pilot is authorized to decide whether or not the prevailing/forecast conditions will permit a safe flight. Le Ballon Bleu reserves the right to cancel a flight due to weather conditions (including temperature relative to the actual take-off mass of the balloon) up to the moment of take-off for safety reasons. In no case will Le Ballon Bleu be liable for any costs incurred by clients due to a flight cancellation. As the flight is entirely dependant on the weather, Le Ballon Bleu does not guarantee any trajectory. The average duration of a flight is around one hour plus or minus 15 minutes. The pilot has the right to modify/adapt the flight duration, the take-off site, the flight planning and generally everything concerning the flight. Insurance The price of the tickets includes the costs of third-party liability insurance covering each passenger for amounts according to European regulations concerning the transport of passengers. Valuables carried by our passengers are not included in the coverage, and neither are the costs of damage to clothing as a result of the flight and other activities related to the flight (transport, baptizing ceremony...). The insurance does not cover suicide or voluntary injury. The insurance is valid from the beginning of inflation/launch preparations to final deflation of the balloon after landing. Passengers are advised to ensure they have accident insurance that covers flying in a balloon as a passenger. Flight confirmation We ask passengers to contact Le Ballon Bleu by phone within 24 hours before the planned flight to confirm, around 21:00 hours the evening before a planned morning flight at the latest. Weather conditions and the likelihood of a safe flight will then be discussed and the final planning presented. Cancellation by the client If a passenger cancels their flight within 72 hours before a reserved or planned flight, or if the passenger does not show up for the planned rendezvous on the day of the flight, the ticket is considered to have been used and will expire. The client can cancel and reschedule a flight up to 72 hours before the planned flight date and time without penalty. The cancelled/rescheduled flight then does not count as a valid flight attempt for possible extension of ticket validity. Clothing; safety (French air law, Arrêté du 04 janvier 2011 relatif aux conditions d’utilisation des ballons libres) Smoking is legally prohibited on board and in the vicinity of the balloon. Passengers must follow the instructions of the pilot. Passengers are not allowed to leave the basket without authorization of the pilot, even after landing. We strongly advise passengers to wear solid protective shoes or boots and clothing made from nonsynthetic fibers (cotton, wool; no nylon or polyester in direct contact with the skin). Clothing should completely cover arms and legs. Photography Many people take many photos during balloon flights, preparations and after-flight festivities. In some areas and countries, authorities may prohibit publication of aerial images of 'sensitive' or 'strategic' locations; it is up to the photographer to ensure publication rights for such images taken during a flight in our balloon. Unless otherwise agreed, photos taken of the balloon, from out of the balloon during flight and of the related activities (such as inflating, packing up, the baptism ceremony and the traditional champagne toast) by us, our crew members and by our passengers may be used by Le Ballon Bleu for promotional purposes on our websites and in print. Passengers may always have photos portraying them removed from our site(s) if they deem them improper. Acceptance of the General Conditions Any reservation and actual boarding by passengers automatically implies full acceptance of these general conditions.
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Order form - Le Ballon Bleu 

Le Ballon Bleu- ORDER FORM for a hot-air balloon flight in the Combrailles ... 3rd passenger (ticket'3 feathers') nd .... Only the pilot is authorized to decide whether or not to take off. ... The price of the tickets includes the costs of third-part
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Order form - Le Ballon Bleu 

Le Ballon Bleu- ORDER FORM for a hot-air balloon flight ... (please mention the date below after checking availability with us by phone or ... 9 By French bank cheque in the name of Frank Schweppe or Le Ballon Bleu, at the following address: .... The
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Order form - Le Ballon Bleu 

Le Ballon Bleu â€“ Order form for an exclusive balloon flight. Over the Combrailles (Auvergne) .... It is the responsibility of the parent or legal representative to ...
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1. uitnodiging passagiers - Le Ballon Bleu 

Le Ballon Bleu is not competent to judge the physical condition of any flight participant. Every passenger must ensure that he or she does not suffer from any ...
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1. uitnodiging passagiers - Le Ballon Bleu 

The balance of the cost of their flight is to be paid on the day of the flight. ... The load calculations for balloons are based upon an average weight per passenger ...
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1. uitnodiging passagiers - Le Ballon Bleu 

condition incompatible with a balloon flight, if neccessary by consulting their doctor. Passengers must be able to remain upright in the basket without seats or ...
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1. uitnodiging passagiers - Le Ballon Bleu 

9 2 personen samen, 7 dagen/7 inclusief weekends : â‚¬ 550,--. â‚¬ 495,-- ... 9 Cadeau met persoonlijke uitnodiging (gratis). 9 Voorkeur ... by mail immediately after the completed order form has been received and payment has been made in full.
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1. uitnodiging passagiers - Le Ballon Bleu 

9 Cadeau met persoonlijke uitnodiging (gratis) ... Clients who reserve a flight for 2 people along with a stay in our gÃ®te/studio pay a reservation fee instead of ...
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1. uitnodiging passagiers - Le Ballon Bleu 

Purchase of tickets. Tickets can be purchased by phone, postal mail, e-mail or direct at the following address: Le Ballon Bleu, 63390 Sauret-Besserve. Tickets ...
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ORDER FORM 

FLS Packages^. Qty. SAGES / ACS. Members. Non-. Members. S/H per item**. Total. Individual Package. Individual FLS Online Access & 1 Testing Voucher.
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Order Form 

For VISA and MasterCard the number is the last 3 digits. (usually set off by themselves) in the Signature Panel area on the back of the credit card. For American ...
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Order form 

Eurocard-Mastercard. Card number : Expiry date : /. C.V.V.. (Security Code). Date : Signature : virement - ALADFI bank account retails. IBAN FR76 1562 9027 ...
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ORDER FORM 

colorlookÂ® colour impAct lipStickS. 738100 Iced Mocha. 78.07 ... 743055 Deep. 20g. 95.61 109.00. Sub totAl e ... 743124 Deep. 12g. 148.25 169.00. 743125 ...
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order form - Yuri Biondi 

disciplines through the synthetic notion of the firm as an entity, and wishes to create a deeper understanding of the organisational and institutional dimensions of ...
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customs services order form 

We are self-insured, or have made other appropriate insurance ... and/or theft to our merchandise and property, no matter how caused, and we have insured all.
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order form - Kituk 

Order date : Email. : ORDER FORM. Kit et colle. Pays de la Loire. 25 grande rue,. 49630 MAZÃ‰-FRANCE. â˜Ž: 0033 2 41 80 60 33 (land line). Email: s.pham@sfr.
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order form - Guaskenn .fr 

Please ship to the following address. - Useful LSF for deaf foreigners or the hearing who wish to meet. French deaf people or to follow tour guides in LSF.
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ELSEVIER: OFFPRINTS ORDER FORM 

For US and Canadian customers: Please supply your tax exemption/resale .... file is a marked version of the published article and includes a coversheet with.
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wacobeast order form 

wacobeast order form sending via post mail for europe and usa only, for others please contact us via mail: [email protected]. DÃ©mo Cd February, 28th. Name ...
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order form 

323.68. 369.00. 24002 Luxury Hand & Body Lotion 250ml. 95.61. 109.00. 24003 Roll-On Anti-Perspirant 50ml. 42.98. 49.00. 24004 Perfumed Body Spray 100ml.
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Customs & Transportation Services Order Form 

and CANADA/U.S. CUSTOMS BROKER for the 2018 Sustainable Brands Conference taking place at the Vancouver. Convention Centre. ... So adequate transport arrangements may be made for you, it is recommended to contact the D&S team no later than. May 4th .
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customs & transportation services order form 

5) All hazardous materials have been declared, and we abide by all Federal, Provincial, State and Local laws. ConsultExpo Inc shall not be responsible for ...
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WWF recommends Order form Fish in danger 

Please send me ______ free ex. WWF recommends. Order form. Fish in danger ... Hohlstrasse 110, Postfach. 8010 Zurich. MSC Alaska pollock (Lieu/colin) F NE ...
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Order form - Les Ateliers d'EmmaÃ¼s 

(add 10 % for bank fees, except for Belgium and France). International post money order. Please note that this order will be send to you after your payment.
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Report Order form - Le Ballon Bleu
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 Se souvenir de moi

Vous avez oublié votre mot de passe?
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